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These new cards are given to all of the players, based on which Cryptic Alliance they choose (duh...).
Unless noted otherwise, these SPFX are considered “always on” (meaning there’s no external cost

needed to use them.

CRIMSON MOON
The Crimson Moon alliance can
not use Gamma Jets or Thunder
Tubes at all during the game.

However, their Soldiers and
Veterans add +1 to their combat
value (Soldiers worth 2 each,
Veterans worth 3 each).

This is in addition to any other
value adjusts to said Popcorn.

RAYZORS
Each Pod the Rayzors burn
during any battle in which they
are defending their fortress gets
a +1 to its roll (1d6+1 instead of
1d6).

This also applies towards
Bioborgs who are specifically
used in defending defend the
fortress.

DAH BOYS
Dah Boys can hold up to 8 Pods
in their fortress (instead of the
normal 5).

However, for each additional Pod
it holds, its maximum hand size
each turn is lowered by -1.

FOWLOTES
The FOWLOTEs can have a
maximum hand size of 7 cards,
instead of the normal 5.

LAB RATS
Bioborgs under contract with the
Lab Rats ignore all Bioborg
special powers or Factoid cards
that directly affect them
(regardless if in battle or not).

Special powers or Factoid cards
that normally affect all players
are not included in this.

MEN IN BLACK
At any time during the game, the
Men In Black can burn a Pod
stored in the fortress and
instantly get the listed FX:
1 Add 2 Popcorn units at your

fortress (your choice which 2).*
2 Immediately add 1 weapon

mount to your Bioborg,
regardless of its current
location.

3 Use another player’s alliance
special ability until the end of
the next turn.

A maximum of 3 Pods per turn
can be burned for this.
*Can’t use if fortress is trashed.




